






When Myanmar’s previous president, Thein Sein, assumed charge in 

2011, he presented a broad vision, including in foreign policy, before 

Parliament. _______________________________. On all substantial 

matters, the nation and the international community look to Ms. Suu 

Kyi, the de facto leader of the government, to articulate Myanmar’s 

goals and plans.

1. On the contrary, Ms. Suu Kyi talked about the economic policy of 

the government in detail right after taking oath. 

2. In contrast, U Htin Kyaw, the new President, delivered the 

shortest possible speech in March 2016.

3. In contrast, Ms. Suu Kyi’s visit to Thailand drew much attention.

4. Shortly after assuming office, Ms. Suu Kyi met foreign 

ambassadors in Naypyidaw and informed them that the new 

government’s aim was to foster “better relations with neighbours.

HOMEWORK





TODAY’S  WORD

BEWRAY:

To reveal or expose

Synonyms : Disclose , Divulge , Betray

Antonyms : Hide , Hold

Sentence : After a long and minute 

examination, he bewrayed nothing incoherent 

in his discourse.



PHRASE REPLACEMENT

QUESTIONS







He is quite a right in his approach towards solving 

this issue but the higher management disagrees with 

him.

1. He is quite right

2. He is quite alright

3. He is quiet right

4. He is all quite right

5. No replacement required



Though he will never admit this in front of his 

friends, the loss of his parents is much too painful 

for him.                 

1. Too much pain for him

2. Much too pain for him

3. Much too pains for him

4. Too much pains for him

5. No replacement required



The Supreme Court decided to refer the unusual 

complicated issue to a larger bench of the apex 

court so that proper justice is meted out to the 

citizens of the country. 

A. The unusual complicatedly issues

B. The unusually complicated issue

C. The unusual complicating issue 

D. The unusual complications issue

E. No replacement required



Although Rahul was expected to attend the 

meeting, he could not come owing for his prior 

commitment with the board of the company.

A. Owing to his prior commitment

B. Owing about his prior commitment 

C. Owing as his prior commitment 

D. Owing off his prior commitment 

E. No replacement required



He was considered all the available alternatives in 

front of him before taking the decision to quit the 

job.

A. He is considered

B.  He has been considered

C.  He considered

D.  He did consider

E.  No replacement required



Though the government is facing fiscal constraints to pump-

prime the economy, the RBI may have headroom to cut rates 

to support growth.

1. To prime the economy

2. To priming the economy

3. To pumping the economy

A. Both II & III

B. Both I and III

C. Both I and II

D. Only III

E. No Correction Required



With an understanding of  our innate suspicion around 

overt kindness we can identify the specific situations in 

which generosity is welcomed and when it is resented.

1. Our innateful suspicion , overt kindness

2. Our innate suspicion , overt acts of kindness

3. Our suspicion for innate , overtly acts of  kindness

4. Our suspicions innate , overt kindliness

5. No replacement required



While there are many systemic issue at play , tackling 

hidden household labour within couples could help ease 

the burden that falls on women and deters them from 

other activities.

1. Many systemic issues , that falls on women 

2. Many systemic issues , that fall on women 

3. Much systemic issue , that falls on women 

4. Much systemic issues , which falls on women 

5. No replacement required



The workers are hell bent at getting what is due 

to them .

1. Hell bent on getting 

2. Hell bent for getting 

3. Hell bent upon getting 

4. Hell bent of getting 

5. No replacement required



These mistakes catch up with him when he ran 

for President.

1. Caught up in

2. Caught up with

3. Caught up on

4. Caught up at

5. No replacement required



Seeing that there was an ongoing sale in one of her favourite

stores , Seeta made a bee line for it immediately after 

entering the mall.

1. Made a bee’s line for

2. Make bees lined to 

3. Made a bee line to

4. Made a beeline for

5. No replacement required

Solution : Beeline for something :  To go straight towards 

something



Puneet racked his brains and tried to find an answer 

to a tricky question given in the paper but couldn’t 

find one.

1. Rack his brain

2. Racked his brain

3. Racked  brains

4. Racked brain

5. No replacement required

Solution : Rack your brain(s) : to think very hard or 

for a long time about something. 



In a strange and unusual procedure , the court has 

seeked to go again in the issues , which the bench 

had already settled , and even to produce a new 

judgement.

1. The court has seeken to go again in the issues 

2. The court has seeked to emerged to go again to 

the issues 

3. The court has sought to go again into the issues 

4. The court had sought to go in the issues 

5. No replacement required



Bad habits must be nipped at the bud. 

1. Nipped off the bud

2. Nipped in the bud

3. Nipped on the bud

4. Nipped upon the bud

5. No replacement required



No other communities have played a greater role in 

building an “India of tomorrow” than the teaching 

community.

1. No communities have

2. Many communities has

3. No other community has

4. Have any other community

5. No replacement required



HOMEWORK

Many people not like being interrupted when 

they are busy working. 

1. Do not like being

2. Do not like

3. Not liking when

4. Not like being

5. No replacement required




